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LIFE OF A STAR

from Birth to End
If you are a night sky lover, you must have observed stars of different
colours. Stars do have different colours and brightness which signify
the life cycle of a star. Join us to know about the different stages of
star formation and learn about a star's life cycle. To pep up your
curiosity levels, this session is packed with some exclusively interesting
activities.

CHANGING CLIMATE
Impact on our Future
The glaciers are melting. The percentage of greenhouse gases are increasing. The rise in
sea-level has already started and huge landmasses are getting covered by water on our
planet. Is our Blue - Green Planet in danger? Join us in this session to enhance your awareness on climate change, specifically the rise in sea-level and how it has started impacting
life on Earth.

JAMES WEBB SPACE TELESCOPE

the Future Space Marvel

The Hubble Space Telescope has revealed exciting secrets of the Universe. The James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST), scheduled to launch this year is a super-advanced telescope that will complement and extend its discoveries. Imagine! A telescope that has the
capacity to see what the Universe looked like billion years back, when the first stars and
galaxies started to form. Join us to learn more about the satellite and learn how far back
will Webb see?

SATELLITE IMAGES

Recolouring the Universe

We have seen amazing images of celestial bodies, but are satellite images actually coloured?
The answer is NO. In this session, understand how scientists convert the raw data received from
telescopes into visually colourful images using color codes that correspond to different brightness. Get an indepth understanding of false colorization of satellite images as we join hands to
perform an exciting activity.

COSMIC CALENDAR

A Journey through Time

What happened 13.8 billion
years ago? An extremely
dense point exploded with
unimaginable force and the
universe was formed. What
happened next? In this time
series of creation, when was
the Solar system formed and
when did life start? Join us to
know the chronology of the
universe from the Big Bang to
the modern universe by scaling
all major milestones to a single
calendar year.
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